PRESS RELEASE

AURES Technologies to launch YUNO at RBTE 2015
– an elegant, compact and robust new EPoS terminal
Visit Stand 676 for a demonstration
Runcorn, March 2015: The new beautifully-engineered Yuno from AURES Technologies will be showcased at the
forthcoming Retail Business Technology Expo’ (RBTE). Yuno utilises quality materials and latest technical
innovation to provide an affordable, stylish EPoS solution for a diverse range of retail and hospitality markets.
Moray Boyd, Managing Director of AURES Technologies in the UK, explains the Yuno rationale: “Yuno is the first
'next generation' terminal collaboratively designed between recently-merged EPoS manufacturers AURES and J2; it
exemplifies combined design excellence. Yuno offers retailers a cost effective, reliable, compact and stylish point
of sale touch screen computer with minimum five-year product life".
Continues Boyd: “Yuno is elegant, compact and robust, and it’s the best engineered machine I’ve seen. It utilises
quality materials and latest technical innovation to provide an affordable, stylish EPoS solution for all markets.”
Yuno’s fanless, maintenance-free design features 64GB 2.5” SSD (solid-state drive) as standard, delivering extreme
reliability for harsh retail environments together with silent operation and increased energy efficiency. The SSD
clips in/out for fast, easy access.
Powered by ultra-energy efficient Intel™ quad-core Celeron™ J1900 2GHz 'Bay Trail' processor, Yuno provides a
standard 4GB of memory (upgradeable to 8GB).
Yuno offers a super-slim, zero-bezel, power saving LED backlit display incorporating a highly durable multi-touch
Projected Capacitive Touchscreen that is shock/scratch proof and resistant to heat, moisture and harsh cleaning
products (choice of regular or wide aspect). Yuno is currently available in a choice of Black or White casing.
Yuno provides a multitude of discreetly-concealed PC and POS connectivity options for a wide range of
configurations.
All AURES products are WEEE & RoHS compliant and offered with a full three-year warranty.
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PHOTOGRAPHY: YUNO from AURES, also see attached

About AURES Technologies – www.aures.com
Founded in 1989 and listed on Euronext since 1999, the AURES Group manufactures EPOS systems and related
peripherals. Its PC-based hardware and open-system equipment provides management and point-of-service
functions for businesses including specialist food and non-food stores, retail outlets, superstores and catering
and hospitality.
With corporate sales over €64 million for 2014, the AURES Group has global presence, with its head office in
France, subsidiaries in the UK, Germany, Australia and the USA - and a network of distributors and resellers in
50+ countries.

